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Secrets, like troubles, come in threes. When you possess one of either, two more arrive to keep it company.

Nerine, a sea nymph of the ancient world, knows too much about both.

Each morning, in the chill before the sun's rising, Nerine and the three Fates stand under the mighty branches
of the World Tree, gazing into the depths of the root-girdled Well of Destiny, watching the dooms that must
come to pass that day.

When the dawn's visions show Nerine's lover - shipwrecked and drowning - all her renounced yearning for
him rises anew.

Surely, as handmaiden to the Fates themselves, she might tilt the odds to give her beloved a chance.

Somehow - this day, this morning, this time - Nerine must subvert destiny or lose the companion of her heart
forever.

Love and coming of age in a mythic Mediterranean where the gods and goddesses of old shape history.

Excerpt from Fate's Door

A long green comber rolled the man's body, flaccid and pale in the water.

Nerine could almost smell the tang of the ocean, hear the roar of surf on an unseen, but nearby shore, taste
the salt air on her lips. Or was it merely the salt tears running down her cheeks?

She'd stepped up behind her mistress. Well, Nerine answered to all three, but Tynghed was kindest.

Above them, the rooks cawed in the winter-bare branches of the World Tree. Did the birds see visions in the
well of destiny? Sense the dooms meted out there?

The shrouded norns had first watered the Tree, dipping from the spring's chill outflow. Now they posed
beside its deeps, meditating on the images they saw reflected. What did they see? Did they see Altairos, the
island-prince of Zakynthos? Did they see what Nerine saw?

She steadied her quivering lip and felt Tynghed's hand, stealing from within the fate's dark cloak, slipping
behind her to clasp Nerine's hand.

Ah, blessings, it could not be! Altairos drowned in the waves of his beloved ocean? And yet she knew it was.
The breath of life would pass from him this day, and she would lay out the blue and green silks with which
the norns would weave his fate. "I won't. I won't do it," she breathed. But she would. The Shuttle-catcher, the
Patterner, and the Weaver commanded her obedience. How could a stranded sea nymph defy them?



*     *     *

The leafless branches of the World Tree loomed over them on the rise, while its massive twisting roots
clawed the lichen-spotted rocks and pockets of moss where it grew. One root crawled down the low outcrop
overhanging the well to wrap the far side of the water. Dark water, not reflecting the gray sky, but holding a
translucence that suggested it went down and down to the ice at the world's heart.

Orroch, bent and old under her dark cloak, the Weaver of Fate, would translate the well's visions into a
tapestry of events. She was grouchy, was Orroch. Did it bother her that she doomed thousands to die every
day?

It must.

Eowys, tall and stern within her black mantle, the Patterner of Fate, would use the well's visions to select and
draw the heddles of the loom that gave Orroch her textile canvas. Eowys was almost prissy in her demeanor.
Did it spill over from her duties at the loom? She had to be so precise in the strings she pulled. One mistake,
and someone innocent would suffer for it. How did Eowys bear the responsibility? Nerine was glad it was
not hers.

The Shuttle-catcher of Fate, Tynghed, hidden by her somber cloak, but beautiful and smiling within it, would
send the weft threads across the loom to Orroch's hand, and catch the shuttle again when Orroch tossed it
back. Tynghed was the youngest of the norns. Would she grow finicky like Eowys as she grew older? Or
crotchety like Orroch? Nerine hoped not. Fervently hoped not. She couldn't bear it here in the north without
Tynghed's warm kindness.

Nerine served all three norns as handmaiden. And Nerine would choose the new materials required for this
day's weaving.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Tillman:

The book Fate's Door make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make your capable a lot more
increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem using your subject.
If you can make reading through a book Fate's Door for being your habit, you can get considerably more
advantages, like add your own personal capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects. You
may know everything if you like open and read a guide Fate's Door. Kinds of book are a lot of. It means that,
science reserve or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this guide?

Jamie Gregory:

The book with title Fate's Door contains a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a lot of
gain after read this book. This kind of book exist new understanding the information that exist in this reserve
represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This particular book will bring you in new era of the the positive effect. You can
read the e-book on the smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Michael Fischer:

Beside that Fate's Door in your phone, it can give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or info. The
information and the knowledge you can got here is fresh in the oven so don't possibly be worry if you feel
like an outdated people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Fate's Door because this book offers to
your account readable information. Do you sometimes have book but you rarely get what it's about. Oh come
on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be
questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to miss this? Find this book as well as read it
from today!

Adam Mathews:

As a university student exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the
library or even make summary for some book, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's
heart or real their interest. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to there
but nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring along with can't see
colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we know that on
this period of time, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, many ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this Fate's Door can make you feel more interested to read.
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